One of the challenges of deploying multitenant cloud-hosted services that are designed to use (or be integrated with) several components is how to implement the required degree of isolation between the components when there is a change in the workload. Achieving the highest degree of isolation implies deploying a component exclusively for one tenant; which leads to high resource consumption and running cost per component. A low degree of isolation allows sharing of resources which could possibly reduce cost, but with known limitations of performance and security interference. This paper presents a model-based algorithm together with four variants of a metaheuristic that can be used with it, to provide near-optimal solutions for deploying components of a cloud-hosted application in a way that guarantees multitenancy isolation. When the workload changes, the model-based algorithm solves an open multiclass QN model to determine the average number of requests that can access the components and then uses a metaheuristic to provide near-optimal solutions for deploying the components. Performance evaluation showed that the obtained solutions had low variability and percent deviation when compared to the reference/optimal solution. We also provide recommendations and best practice guidelines for deploying components in a way that guarantees the required degree of isolation.
Introduction
Multitenancy is an essential cloud computing property. Multitenancy is a software architecture where one instance of a cloud offering is used to serve multiple tenants and/or components [1, 2] . One of the challenges of implementing multitenancy is how to ensure that there is isolation between multiple components of a cloud-hosted application when one of the components experiences high load [1, 3] . A high degree of isolation can be achieved by deploying an application component exclusively for one tenant. This would ensure that there is little or no performance interference between the components when workload changes. However, because components are not shared (e.g., in a case where there are strict laws and *Correspondence: l.c.ochei@rgu.ac.uk 1 School of Computing and Digital Media, Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen AB10 7QB, UK Full list of author information is available at the end of the article regulations preventing them from being shared), it implies duplicating the components for each tenant, which leads to high resource consumption and running cost. Overall, this will limit the number of requests allowed to access the components. It may also be that a low degree of isolation is required for a component, for example, to allow sharing of the component's functionality, data, and resources. This would reduce resource consumption and running cost, but the performance of other components may possibly be affected when one of the components experiences a change in workload.
Therefore, in order to optimize the deployment of components, the architect has to satisfy two objectives: maximize the degree of isolation between components and at the same time maximize resource sharing (especially the number of requests that can be allowed to access the component). In other words, we have to resolve the trade-off between a lower degree of isolation versus the possible influence that may occur between components or a high degree of isolation versus the challenge of high resource consumption and running cost of the component. This is a decision-making problem that requires an optimal decision to be taken in the presence of a trade-off between two or more conflicting objectives [4, 5] .
Motivated by this problem, this paper presents a modelbased algorithm together with a metaheuristic technique that can be used to provide sufficiently near-optimal solutions for deploying components of a cloud-hosted application in a way that guarantees multitenancy isolation, while at the same time allowing as many requests as possible to access the components. We implemented our model-based algorithm by first solving an open multiclass Queuing Network (QN) model to determine the number of requests allowed to access a component. This information is used to update a multiobjective optimization model (derived by mapping our problem to a Multichoice Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MMKP). Thereafter, a metaheuristic based on simulated annealing is used to find near-optimal solutions for component deployment.
We evaluated our approach by comparing the solutions obtained from our approach with the optimal results obtained from an exhaustive search of the entire solution space for a small problem. The research question addressed in this paper is: "How can we provide near-optimal solutions for deploying components of a cloud-hosted application in a way that guarantees multitenancy isolation.". To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to present a model-based algorithm, an optimization model and a metaheuristic solution to provide a near-optimal solution for deploying components of a cloud-hosted application in a way that guarantees multitenancy isolation.
Most related work looks at this problem from the perspective of the cloud provider (i.e., SaaS, PaaS or IaaS). Examples include the autoscaling algorithms offered by IaaS providers like Amazon and optimisation models proposed for use by SaaS providers such as Salesforce.com [6] ). However, this paper looks at the problem from the perspective of the tenant who owns software components and is responsible for configuring them to design and deploy its own cloud-hosted application on a shared cloud platform whose provider does not control these components.
This paper extends and expands on the previous work conducted by Ochei et al. [7] . We summarise the additions to the previous work as follows. Firstly, we extend our previous work by presenting mathematical equations both for the optimization model and the open multiclass Queuing network models. For the open multiclass model, we provide mathematical equations for calculating the average number of requests that can be allowed to access the components and the entire cloud-hosted system. Secondly, we present a new algorithm that integrates the optimization model and QN model to provide optimal solutions for deploying components of a cloudhosted service for guaranteeing multitenancy isolation. Thirdly, the experiments presented in this paper have been expanded and strengthened by (i) increasing the size and dimension of the datasets; (ii) increasing the number of runs (and iterations for each run) required for each experimental scenario; (iii) incorporating a rigorous analysis of the results using a two-way ANOVA model. Fourthly, a new methodology section has been added to explain how a modelling and simulation technique is used in the study and how it fits into the overall research goal of providing a framework to architect the optimal deployment of components of a cloud-hosted service in order to guarantee the required degree of multitenancy isolation. Fifthly, the paper also includes more related work, examples, explanations and areas where our model can be applied.
The main contributions of this paper are:
Creating a novel model-based algorithm, optimalDep, that combines (i) an open multiclass QN model; and (ii)
an optimization model, to provide a near-optimal solution for deploying components of a cloud-hosted application with guarantees for multitenancy isolation.
2. Presenting a novel system architecture, optimalArch, for transforming the model-based algorithm into a decision support system for architecting the deployment of components of cloud-hosted services for guaranteeing multitenancy isolation.
3. Developing four variants of a metaheuristic which are based on a simulated annealing algorithm and hill climbing for solving the optimization model. The four variants were extensively evaluated and compared. 4 . Presenting recommendations and best practice guidelines based on the experience gathered from extensive evaluation and comparison of the algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: "Near-optimal deployment of components for guaranteeing multitenancy isolation" section first presents a motivating example and then highlights the challenges pointed to by the motivating example. It also discusses related work on multitenancy isolation and optimal deployment of cloudhosted services. "Methodology" section presents the methodology used in the study. "Problem formalization and notation" section formalizes the optimization problem. "Open multiclass queuing network model" section discusses the open multiclass queuing network model, while "Metaheuristic search" section discusses the metaheuristic. "Model-based algorithm for optimal deployment of components" section presents a simulation-based algorithm, optimalDep, together with a system architecture that can be used to transform the algorithm into Near-optimal deployment of components for guaranteeing multitenancy isolation
As applications and services are increasingly being deployed to the cloud to be used by multiple tenants/users, there is a need to isolate tenants, processes, and components, and thus implement multitenancy. Multitenancy architectures are typically used for deploying components of cloud-hosted services for multiple tenants/users. This is based on the assumption that tenants share resources as much as possible which leads to a reduction in resource consumption and running cost per tenant. Overall this makes it feasible to target a wider audience as more resources would be made available [1] . Before continuing our discussion, let us consider the following scenario which captures a similar thought process, and serves to elaborate more on our motivation.
Motivating example

Let us assume that there are multiple components of the same tenant on the same underlying cloud infrastructure. A component is simply an encapsulation of functionality or resource that is shared between multiple tenants (e.g., message queue, database). A tenant in this context represents a team or department of a software development company, whose responsibility is to build or maintain a cloud-hosted application and their supporting processes with various components. These components which are of different types and sizes are required to integrate with or designed to use a cloud-hosted application for deployment in a multitenant fashion. The components may also be categorised into different groups based on type (e.g., storage components, processing components, communication components, user interface components, etc.), purpose or size or some other feature (see Fig. 1). Different groups may have components with varying degrees of isolation, which means that some components can provide the same functionality, and hence can be shared with other tenants while other components are exclusively dedicated to some tenants or group of tenants. Each application component requires a certain amount of resources of the underlying cloud infrastructure to support the number of requests it receives.
In the next section, we will highlight several significant problems pointed to by the motivating scenario, which will be addressed subsequently in this paper.
Challenge of implementing the required degree of multitenancy isolation on the cloud
There are several design questions and significant problems pointed to by the motivating scenario, which tenants face with respect to the sharing of the components with other tenants.
1. Firstly, the motivating scenario highlights a key design question when implementing multitenancy which is how to ensure that the performance demands and resource consumption of one tenant does not adversely affect another tenant. When a cloud customer is not guaranteed a certain service level, possibly as a result of the activities of other tenants, then customers may not be willing to access the cloudhosted application. Instead, the customer may decide to move to a different cloud provider which may even be at a higher cost in order to get a better service. For a cloud provider, this may mean losing customers and revenue, while for the cloud customer it may mean a waste of time and resources. 2. Secondly, the motivating scenario points to the fact that software architects need to be able to control the required degree of isolation between tenants sharing components of a cloud-hosted application. This is an important issue in a cloud environment since varying degrees of tenant isolation are possible, depending on the type of component being shared, the process supported by the component and the location of the component on the cloud application stack (i.e., application level, platform level, or infrastructure level). At the very basic degree of multitenancy, tenants would be able to share application components as much as possible which translates to increased utilisation of underlying resources. However, while some application components may benefit from a low degree of isolation between tenants, other components may need a higher degree of isolation because the component may either be too critical or not shareable due to certain laws and regulation. For example, there is growing evidence that many cloud providers are unwilling to set data centres in mainland Europe because of tighter legal requirements that disallow the processing of data outside Europe [8, 9] . This requirement will traverse down to the IaaS level, and customers must take this into consideration if intending to host applications outsourced to such cloud providers [1] . 3. Thirdly, the motivating scenario highlights that depending on the required degree of isolation, there are fundamental trade-offs that would have to be taken into consideration when deploying components of a cloud-hosted service. Many cloud providers (e.g., Amazon and Microsoft) do not guarantee isolation and availability for a single component (e.g., disk) and but only for the whole system. This re-enforces the need to automate the monitoring and management of components of cloud-hosted services to guarantee multitenancy isolation. In order to optimise the deployment of components, the architect has to resolve the trade-off between a lower degree of isolation versus the possible influence that may occur between components or a high degree of isolation versus the challenge of high resource consumption and the running cost of the component. This is a decision-making problem that requires an optimal solution to be determined in the presence of a trade-off between two or more conflicting objectives [4, 5] . In order to resolve this tradeoff, we can model the problem as a multi-objective optimization problem. Many multi-objective optimization problems result in a trade-off situation that involves losing some quality of one objective function in return for gaining quality in some of the other objective functions [4, 5, 10] .
Examples of real scenarios with components of a cloud-hosted service
There are several real-life scenarios where our approach can be applied. A typical scenario is a multitenant cloudhosted streaming system deployed using Apache Kafkabase subsystem integrated with Cassandra backend for streaming data for the forthcoming Olympics Games to cater and produce live data (e.g., past games, competitions schedule/draws for upcoming games or match analysis from favourites sports analysts) for various websites. The system allows tenants (i.e., Producers) to generate data to persist their data in real-time in an Apache Kafka Topic (regarded as components). Any of these Topics can then be read by any number of tenants (i.e., Consumers) who have subscribed for the data in real-time. Furthermore, as this particular Kafka component is reusable for additional websites, other tenants can register their components as listeners and use the Cassandra for accessing the archived data [11] .
Streaming applications usually require varying degrees of isolation. This is because a large number of components may be published in various locations on the cloud system, conflicts can occur with other previously installed components or when components are removed [12] . Therefore, the approach presented in this paper can be used to provide an optimal deployment solution that guarantees the required degree of isolation for components shared between different tenants by intercepting all published components and subscribed components and re-distributing them to alternate brokers(servers).
Another interesting scenario is that of a tenant developing automated build verification and testing infrastructure using a Jenkins-based continuous integration system to support the development of a large-scale software project. For example, the continuous integration system can be configured to poll one or more directories and starts a build if certain changes are detected within those directories [13, 14] . In such a large project, it is expected that multiple builds will interact with multiple components to create several dependencies and supported behaviour with each other thereby making builds difficult and complex. Complex and difficult builds are those that are composed of a vast number of modular components including different frameworks, components developed by different teams or vendors, and open source libraries [13] .
In this type of situation, it is essential that components designed to use (or integrate with) such a cloud-hosted service are made shareable to other tenants as well provided the initiating tenant gives its consent. This also makes it easy to implement the required degree of isolation between tenants.
Related work on multitenancy isolation and optimal deployment of cloud-hosted services
Cloud computing refers to both the applications delivered as a service over the Internet and the hardware and systems software in the data centers that provide those services [15] . The cloud could either be a public cloud (that is, cloud is provided in a prepaid manner to the general public), private cloud (that is, internal IT infrastructure of an organization is inaccessible to the general public), or a hybrid cloud (that is, the computing ability of the private cloud is boosted by the public cloud).
There are three basic cloud service models: (i) Software as a Service (SaaS): cloud providers can install, operate and access their application software using a web browser, thus eliminating the need for customers to run and install the application on their own computers (e.g., Salesforce delivering customer relationship management software); (ii) Platform as a Service (PaaS): cloud providers deliver cloud platforms which represent an environment for application developers to create and deploy their applications. (e.g., Google App Engine); and (iii) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): cloud providers offer physical (computers, storage) and virtualized computer resources (e.g., Amazon EC2, and Azure Services Platform).
Related work on multitenancy isolation
One of the challenges of implementing multitenancy on the cloud is how to enable the required degree of isolation between multiple components of a cloud-hosted application (or tenants accessing a cloud-hosted application). We refer to this as multitenancy isolation. In the context of this paper, we define "Multitenancy isolation as a way of ensuring that the required performance, stored data volume and access privileges of one component does not affect other components being accessed by multiple tenants when the workload changes" [16, 17] .
The varying degrees of multitenancy isolation can be captured in three main cloud deployment patterns: (i) shared component (i.e., tenants share the same resource instance, and are unaware of other tenants); (ii) tenantisolated component (i.e., tenants share the same resource and their isolation is guaranteed); and (iii) dedicated component (i.e., tenants do not share resources, though each tenant is associated with one instance or a certain number of instances of the resource) [1] . The shared component represents the lowest degree of isolation between tenants while the dedicated component represents the highest. The degree of isolation between tenants accessing a tenant-isolated component would be in the middle. There are several approaches to implementing multitenancy that have been widely discussed in the literature. Multitenancy can be implemented at different layers of the cloud stack: the application layer, the middleware layer, and data layer. For example, in [18] , the author discusses several approaches for implementing multitenancy in the application tier and data tier.
Multi-tenancy can also be realised at the PaaS level so that service providers can offer multiple tenants customizable versions of the same version for consumption by their users. The authors in [19] discussed how to implement multitenancy at the PaaS (or middle tier) of an application/cloud stack. In this work, the requirements for multitenancy in an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) solutions, a key component in service-oriented architecture (SOA), were identified and discussed as part of the PaaS model. An implementation-agnostic ESB architecture was proposed whereby multitenancy can be integrated independently of the implementation into the ESB.
In [20] , several approaches for implementing multitenancy are discussed and more importantly suggest that customization is the solution to addressing the hidden constraints on multitenancy such as complexities, security, scalability, and flexibility. The author in [21] presents a qualitative discussion of different approaches to implementing multi-tenant SaaS offerings, while the author in [22] discusses the advantages and disadvantages of multitenancy in SaaS offerings. They both agree that a plugin is the solution to true multitenancy and that most of the available options for implementing multitenancy to some extent require a re-engineering of the cloud service.
Several work of literature acknowledges that there could be varying degrees of isolation between tenants. In [23] , three approaches to managing multi-tenant data are discussed. Chong et al. state that the distinction between the shared data and isolated data is more of a continuum, where many variations are possible between the two extremes. The authors in [24] explore key implementation patterns of data tier multi-tenancy based on different aspects of isolation such as security, customization, and scalability. For example, under the resource tier design pattern, the authors identified the following patterns: (i) totally isolated (dedicate database pattern); (ii) partially shared (Dedicate table/schema pattern); and (iii) totally shared (Share table/schema pattern). These patterns are similar to the shared component, tenant-isolated component and dedicated component patterns at the data tier, respectively [1] . The author [25] describes three forms of database consolidation which offers differing degrees of inter-tenant isolation as follows: (i) multiple application schemas consolidated in a single database, multiple databases hosted on a single platform; and (iii) a combination of both.
The authors [26] describe how the services (or components) in a service-oriented SaaS application can be deployed using different multi-tenancy patterns and how the chosen patterns influence the customizability, multitenant awareness, and scalability of the application. These patterns are referred to as a single instance, single configurable instance and multiple instances. Although this work describes how individual services of a SaaS application can be deployed with different degrees of customizability, we believe that these concepts are similar to different degrees of isolation between tenants.
The three main aspects of multitenancy isolation are performance, stored data volume, and access privileges. For example, in performance isolation, other tenants should not be affected by the workload created by one of the tenants. Guo et al. evaluated different isolation capabilities related to authentication, information protection, faults, administration, etc. [27] . Bauer and Adams discuss how to use virtualization to ensure that the failure of one tenant's instance does not cascade to other tenant instances [3] .
In the work of Walraven et al., the authors implemented a middleware framework for enforcing performance isolation [28] . They used a multitenant implementation of a hotel booking application deployed on top of a cluster for illustration. Krebs et al. implemented a multitenancy performance benchmark for web application based on the TCP-W benchmark where the authors evaluated the maximum throughput and the number of tenants that can be served by a platform [29] . Another related work is [30] where the authors defined a feature-based cloud resource management model where applications are composed of feature instances using a service-oriented architecture. The approach produced a higher degree of multitenancy for the scenarios considered when the relationships between the features are taken into account using the application-oriented placement.
Related work on optimal deployment of cloud-hosted services
Research work on optimal deployment and allocation of cloud resources on the cloud are quite significant. However, there has been little or no work on providing an optimal solution for deploying components of a cloud-hosted application in a way that guarantees the required degree of multitenancy isolation. In [31] , the authors used an evolutionary algorithm to minimize resource consumption for SaaS providers and improve execution time. The authors in [32, 33] used a multitenant SaaS model to minimize the cost of cloud infrastructure. Heuristics were not used in this work. The authors in [34] developed a heuristic for capacity planning that is based on a utility model for the SaaS. This utility model mainly considers the business aspects related to offering a SaaS application with the aim of increasing profit.
In [35] , the authors described how the optimal configuration of a virtual server can be determined, for example, the amount of memory to host an application through a set of tests. Fehling et al. [36] , considered how to evaluate the optimal distribution of application components among virtual servers. A closely related work to ours is that of Aldhalaan and Menasce [6] , where the authors used a heuristic search technique based on hill climbing to minimize the SaaS cloud provider's cost of using VMs from an IaaS with response time SLA constraints.
Related work on multitenancy isolation has largely focused on isolation at the data tier [37] . The main aspect of isolation is usually performance isolation. For example, the authors in [38] mainly focus on performance isolation in a multitenant application in the cloud. The varying degrees of multitenancy isolation based on multitenancy patterns and the different aspects of isolation are described in [39] .
Most work on optimal deployment and allocation of cloud resources on the cloud focuses on minimising the cost of using the cloud infrastructure resources [31] . Previous work concerning optimization of cloud resources does not use heuristic at all, although a few use simple heuristics. For example, the authors in [6, 40] used a heuristic based on hill climbing for minimising the cost of SaaS cloud providers with response time SLAs constraints. This study, unlike others, focuses on providing an optimal solution for deploying components of a cloud-hosted application in a way that guarantees the required degree of multitenancy isolation.
Methodology
In this section, we will first present the methodology (i.e., modelling and simulation technique) used in this paper and thereafter discuss how it fits into the overall research goal of providing a framework to architect the optimal deployment of components of a cloud-hosted service in order to guarantee the required degree of multitenancy isolation.
Modelling and simulation for optimal deployment of cloud-hosted services
A model represents the key characteristics, behaviours, and functions of a selected physical or abstract system or process. A simulation is an imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system [41] . The architectures (or architectural patterns) used to deploy services to the cloud are of great importance to software architects, because they determine whether or not the system's required quality attributes (e.g., performance) will be exhibited [42] . Cloud patterns represent a well-defined format for describing a suitable solution to a cloud-related problem, for example, describing the cloud and its properties, and how to deploy and use various cloud offerings [1] .
In a cloud environment, it is very difficult (if not impossible) to do a purely top-down architectural design of a large and complex cloud-hosted system: there are too many considerations (e.g., deployment parameters and deployment scenarios) to weigh at once and it is too hard to predict all of the relevant technological barriers. Requirements may change in dramatic ways or a key assumption may not be met. For example, there are cases where a cloud providers API did not work as specified or where an API exposing a critical function was simply missing or inaccessible.
Therefore the focus of this study is to model a real-life system (i.e., degrees of isolation between components of a cloud-hosted service) so that it can be studied to see how the system works. By changing variables in the simulation, we can turn several architectural parameters into values that can be easily measured to resolve conflicting trade-offs and, thus, implement a system that guarantees the required degree of isolation between tenants. Specifically, this study models a real cloud-hosted service that has multiple components that can be deployed to multiple tenants in a way that would guarantee the required degree of isolation between tenants. Thereafter, we performed simulations experiments on the model by assuming a large-scale cloud-hosted service with different variables and cloud deployment scenarios.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the modelling and simulation study is carried in an iterative fashion whereby the system to study becomes the optimised system which then becomes the real cloud-hosted service under study and the cycle repeats. The study starts by using the information gained from case studies of real cloud-hosted software tools and then a synthesis of findings of the case studies (using cross-case analysis technique) to formulate and develop a model. The next step is to develop a simulation program by relying on the model-based algorithm. Simulation experiments were conducted which produces results for analysis. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations were made to provide guidelines for architecting the development of cloud-services for guaranteeing multitenancy isolation.
It is important to note that this study describes a component which is fed with data obtained from realistic experiments conducted with real cloud-hosted software development tools. We previously conducted separate case studies to empirically evaluate the degree of tenant [16, 17, 43] .
Overall methodology to architect the deployment of cloud-hosted services to guarantee multitenancy isolation
The overall research process for architecting the deployment of cloud-hosted services for guaranteeing multitenancy isolation is shown in Fig. 3 . It starts from the exploratory study on cloud multitenancy patterns and selection of the cloud-hosted Global Software Development tools and processes up to modelling and simulation. At first, we carried out an empirical study to find out the type of software processes and the supporting tools used in Global Software development projects and also explore the different cloud deployment patterns for deploying these tools and support services to the cloud. Thereafter, we conducted separate case studies to empirically evaluate the degree of tenant isolation in three cloud-hosted software development tools (and associated processes): continuous integration (with Hudson), version control (with File SCM Plugin and Subversion), and bug/issue tracking (with Bugzilla). The case studies allowed us to investigate a contemporary software engineering phenomenon (that is, the effect of varying degrees on tenant isolation on cloud-hosted services) within its real-life context using real-world Global Software Development (GSD) tools deployed in a cloud environment [44] .
Based on the information derived from the cases studies, we used modeling and simulation methodology to first create a model that represents a cloud-hosted service being accessed by multiple tenants that require varying degrees of isolation. Thereafter, we performed simulation experiments on the model by assuming a large-scale project size with different variables and cloud deployment scenario.
The validation approach used follows widely accepted guidelines for evaluating experimentally a metaheuristic and comparing metaheuristics in a rigorous way. The guidelines entail selecting the performance measures and indicators to compute: solution quality, computation effort, and robustness. After the experimental results are obtained for different indicators, methods from statistical analysis (ANOVA) is used to conduct the performance assessment of algorithms/metaheuristics [45] .
Problem formalization and notation
This section formalises the problem and then describes how it is mapped to a Multichoice Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MMKP).
System model and description of the problem
The motivating example presented in "Motivating example" section describes the problem faced by a software architect when selecting optimal components of a cloud-hosted application for deployment. Assuming that one of the components of the cloud-hosted application experiences a very high load, how can an architect select components for optimal deployment in response to workload changes in a way that: (i) maximizes the degree of isolation between components by ensuring that they behave as if they were components of different tenants and, thus, are isolated from each other; and (ii) maximizes the number of requests allowed to access the component (and the application as a whole) without having the total resources used to exceed the available resources (see Fig. 4 ).
System notations and assumptions
The following notations (Table 1 ) and assumptions are used in this study.
1. Component of a cloud-hosted service: A component of a cloud-hosted service is an encapsulation of functionality or resource that is shared between multiple tenants. An application component could be a communication component (e.g., message queue), data handling component (e.g., databases), or processing component (e.g., load balancer), hardware (e.g., virtual server) or microservice (e.g., Amazon Web Services Lambda which is a responsive cloud service used to inspect actions within an application and responds to events and also consumes resources only when an event actually occurs). Tenants interact differently with the components depending on the level in which the component is located in cloud application stack (i.e., SaaS, PaaS or IaaS layer). Each component is associated with six parameters: the isolation value, the number of requests allowed to access the component, and resource consumption for CPU, RAM, Disk and Network bandwidth. 2. Tenant and Multi-tenant: This study extends the notion of a tenant and multitenant from a single user/customer to a team, the department of a software company or software company, whose responsibility is to build or maintain a cloud-hosted application and their supporting processes with various components. This study assumes a Business-to-Consumer (B2C) multitenancy model rather than the Businessto-Business (B2B) model. In B2B cloud services, a tenant is likely to be an account with several individual users. In contrast, for B2C cloud services, a tenant is a single user or a group of users(e.g., a team of developers). 3. Component Group: A component group is a collection of components (e.g., database components, virtual servers) with a common functionality or purpose but with different configurations and hence different resource consumption requirements. A typical example of a component group can be seen in a Kafka-based application 1 , where consumers label themselves with a consumer group name so that each record published to a topic is delivered to one consumer instance within each subscribing consumer group. 4. A cloud-hosted service/application: A cloud-hosted service/application is made up of different interacting micro-services where each micro-service is regarded as a component. These components are used to integrate with or designed to use a cloud-hosted service to serve multiple users.
Utilizing the Model-based Algorithm for Decision
Support Guidance: This study presents a modelbased algorithm for providing near-optimal solution to deploy components of a cloud-hosted application with guarantees for multitenancy isolation. With the system architecture provided in "Model-based algorithm for optimal deployment of components" section, this model can be transformed into a decision support system and utilized for some decision support guidance to help developers and cloud deployment architects to determine the appropriate degree of resource sharing and performance isolation between tenants.
Provision of Middleware Support by cloud provider:
There is need for a middleware support, for example, middleware API provided by the cloud provider for discovering common components and making these components accessible to other tenants. For example, the cloud provider can either provide an API to tenants to directly retrieve the service demands of the resources supporting the components or provide access to such an API for the service demands to be easily measured. This information is required to compute the maximum number of requests that can be allowed to access the components. Furthermore, both cloud provider and tenants can share the cost reduction benefits of multitenant components. Where tenants give their consent that resource sharing is possible then cloud providers can lower their hosting costs assuming the tenant is willing to provide component details. 7. Constraints to support sharing of components: The components have to meet certain constraints in order to support sharing with other independent tenants. Specifically, the components have to adhere to the principles of reusable component software applied by the tenants. For example, one of the requirements from tenants would be that the service demands of the resources supporting the components can be easily measured [46] .
Optimal function of the problem
As stated in the "System model and description of the problem" section, there are two objectives in the problem. An aggregation method is used to transform the multiobjective problem into a single objective problem by combining the two objective functions, (i.e., g1=degree of isolation and g2=number of request) into a single objective function (i.e., G=optimal function) in a linear way. The particular aggregation strategy used is the priori single weight strategy which consists of defining the weight vector to be selected based on a combination of the decision makers' preferences and domain knowledge of the problem [45] . This approach has been widely used in literature for metaheuristic such as genetic algorithm and simulated annealing [47, 48] . Therefore, the goal is re-stated as follows: to provide an optimal solution for deployment to the cloud in such a way that meets the system requirements and also provides the best value for the optimal function, G. G is defined by a weighted sum of parameters including the degree of isolation, the average number of requests allowed to access the component, and the penalty for solutions that violate the constraints.
Definition 1 (Optimal Function): Given an isolation value of a component I, and the average number of request Q, that can be allowed to access the component, then optimal function G is defined as:
The penalty, P, for violating constraints of a component of the cloud-hosted service is:
where w1,w2,w3 are the weights for the isolation value, number of requests and penalty. The values assigned to w1, w2 and w3 are: w1=100; w2=1 and w3=0.1. The weights are chosen based on problem-specific knowledge so that more importance or preference is given to the isolation value and number of requests which are parameters to be maximised in our model. The degree of isolation, I ij , for each component, is set to either 1, 2, or 3 for shared component, tenant-isolated component and dedicated component, respectively. The penalty function, P ij , is subtracted from the optimal function to avoid excluding all infeasible solutions from the search space. The expression R j − R max j in the penalty function shows the degree of constraint violation. This expression is divided by the resource limit and squared to make the penalty heavier for violating any constraint.
Mapping the problem to a multichoice multidimensional knapsack problem (MMKP)
For a cloud-hosted service that can be designed to use or be integrated with several components in N different groups, and with m resource constraints, the problem of providing optimal solutions that guarantee multitenancy isolation can be mapped to a 0-1 multichoice multidimensional knapsack problem (MMKP) [49, 50] . An MMKP is a variant of the Knapsack problem which has been shown to be a member of the NP-hard class of problems [51] . Our problem is formally defined as follows: The optimization problem faced by a cloud architect for deploying components of a cloud-hosted application due to workload changes is thus expressed as follows:
where a ij is set to 1 if component j is selected from group C i and 0 otherwise. The notation r ij = r 1 ij , r 2 ij , ..., r m ij , is the resource consumption of each application component j of all application components must be less than the total amount of resources available in the cloud infrastructure
To calculate the number of requests, Q ij that can be allowed to access the component, an open multiclass QN model has to be solved [41] for each component using the arrival rate of each class of requests, and the service demands of each resource required to support the component (i.e., CPU, RAM, Disk capacity, and Bandwidth). "Open multiclass queuing network model" section describes how the average number of requests allowed to access each component is computed.
Open multiclass queuing network model
Queueing network modelling is an approach to computer system modelling in which the computer system is represented as a network of queues which is evaluated analytically. A network of queues is a collection of service centres, which represent system resources, and customers, which represent users or transactions [41] . Assumptions: This study makes the following assumptions about a component:
(i) requests sent to a component have significantly different behaviours whose arrival rate is independent of the system state.
(ii) the service demands at the CPU, RAM, Disk, and Bandwidth that support each component are known or can be easily measured by either the SaaS provider or the SaaS customer.
(iii) the resources supporting each component are enough to handle the magnitude of new incoming requests as the workload changes. This ensures that there is no overload when all components are functional.
(iv) the consumption of resources supporting the components reflects the running cost of the cloud-hosted service. Therefore the cost implications are managed in the same way regardless of the deployment model used -SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS. For example, in IaaS this would include the servers together with the resources and components running on the servers.
The above assumptions allow us to use an open multiclass queueing network (QN) model to determine the average number of requests that can be allowed to access the component while meeting the required degree of isolation and system requirements. In an open multiclass QN, the workload intensity is specified by the request arrival rate. This arrival rate usually does not depend on the system state, that is, it does not depend on the number of other tenants in the system [41] . The open multiclass queuing network model is a widely used technique to optimize the deployment of services in cloud computing environments [54, 55] . This study is a further contribution to literature by applying an open multiclass queuing model to provide optimal solutions for deploying cloud services to guarantee the required degree of multitenancy isolation. 
In solving the QN model, it is assumed that a component represents a single open class system with four service centres (i.e., the resources that support the component -CPU, RAM, Disk capacity and Bandwidth). The average number of requests at a particular service centre (e.g., CPU) for a particular component is:
Therefore, to obtain the average number of requests that would access this component, the queue length of all requests that visit all the service centres (i.e., the resources that support the components -CPU, RAM, Disk capacity and Bandwidth) are added together.
The consumption of the resources supporting the components are interpreted as follows: CPU usage is interpreted as the computing speed of the hardware device (i.e., in terms of clock speed ). CPU is measured as Megahertz (MHz), Gigahertz (GHz) or as the percentage of CPU time spent. Memory usage is the amount of used memory, usually measured in kilobytes (e.g., 20 kb). Disk space is the total amount of bytes that a disk drive can hold, usually measured in kilobytes (KB), megabytes (MB), gigabytes (GB), or terabytes (TB). Bandwidth is the amount of data that can be transmitted in a fixed amount of time and measured in bits per second (bps). The term service demand refers to the total amount of time required to use a resource that supports a component (e.g., CPU and RAM), and is measured in time units (e.g., seconds). For example, we can specify that users requests arrive at a component of a cloud-hosted system at a rate of one every five seconds and that such request(s) requires an average of 0.25 seconds of service at the CPU.
Metaheuristic search
The optimisation problem described in "System Model and Description of the Problem" section is an NP-hard problem which has been known to have a feasible state space that grows in a combinatorial way [52] . The number of feasible states for our optimal component deployment problem is given by the following expression:
The equation above represents the number of ways for selecting one component (i items) from each group (made up of l items) out of several (N) groups of components to integrate with or designed to use a cloud-hosted application when workload changes in a particular time interval. Thus in response to workload changes, the number of ways of selecting one component (i.e., j=1) each from twenty groups (i.e., N=20) containing ten items in each group (i.e., l=10) will result in approximately 10.24 × 10 12 states. Depending on the number of times and frequency with which the workload changes, the number of states could grow very large at a much faster rate. Therefore, an efficient heuristic is needed to find an optimal solution to the optimisation problem, which must be solved by the model-based algorithm and provided to the SaaS customer (or a cloud deployment architect) in almost real-time. The section that follows presents four variants of metaheuristic solutions; two are based on hill climbing (i.e., HC(Random and HC(Greedy)), and the other two are based on simulated annealing (i.e., (SA(Random) and SA(Greedy)). The justification for deciding to base the variants of the metaheuristic on hill climbing and simulated annealing is that Hill climbing represents a family of improvement heuristic, while Simulated annealing represents a family of modern heuristic. The difference between improvement heuristic and modern heuristic are summarised as follows [56] :
(i) Usually, modern heuristics are considered as problem-independent, whereas improvement heuristics are explicitly problem-specific and exploit problem structure. This means that modern heuristic can be applied to a wide range of different problems with little or no modification while improvement heuristic is demanding to design and use as it requires knowledge and exploitation of problem-specific properties.
(ii) Improvement heuristic starts with a complete solution and iteratively tries to improve the solution, while modern heuristic use during search both intensification (exploitation) and diversification (exploration) phases.
(iii) In contrast to modern heuristic where improvement steps alternate with diversification steps, which usually lead to solutions with a worse objective value, improvement heuristic uses no explicit diversification steps.
Any of the four variants of the metaheuristic solution can be utilised with OptimalDep (see line 17 of Algorithm 1). Also, an algorithm is developed to perform an exhaustive search of the entire solution space for a small problem. The algorithms for optimalDep and SA(Greedy) are presented as Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. A high-level description of these algorithms is provided below:
The SA(Greedy) for optimal Solution: This algorithm combines simulation annealing and a greedy algorithm to find an optimal solution to our optimization problem which has been modelled as an MMKP. The algorithm loads the MMKP problem instance and then populates the global variables (i.e., arrays of varying dimensions that store the values of isolation, and the average number of requests, and component resource consumptions). A simple cooling schedule is used which is expressed as:
In the above cooling schedule, the variable A is computed as follows:
Our strategy for setting the initial temperature T 0 is to randomly generate a number of solutions equal to the size of the number of groups in the problem instance, before the simulated annealing algorithm runs, and then to set the initial temperature T 0 to the standard deviation of all the randomly generated optimal solutions (line 2-4). Another option could be to set T 0 to the standard deviation of a set of solutions from a heuristic whose initial solution was generated randomly. In line 4, a greedy solution is then created as an initial solution. The simulated annealing process improves the greedy solution and provides the optimal solution for deploying components to the cloud (line [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
A simple dry run of the algorithm for the problem instance 2 C(20,20,4) is as follows: 20 optimal solutions Algorithm 2 SA(Greedy) Algorithm 
a 2 ← bestSoln 15: end if 16: end if 17 : are randomly generated and then the standard deviation of all the solutions is computed. Assuming this value is 5.26, the T 0 is set to 5. At the first iteration, g a 2 = 151634.9773 and g a 1 = 151535.7984 and the current temperature then becomes 4.999995. At the next iteration, the current temperature is expected to reduce further (see equation 8 and 9). After five iterations, the algorithm constructs an initial/first solution with g a 1 = 151732.4362, a current/second random solution with g a 2 = 151733.9821 and with a current temperature of 4.999975. The solution a 2 will replace a 1 with probability, P = exp(-(1.5459)/4.999975)=0.7340, because g a 2 > g a 1 . In lines 13 to 15, a random number between 0 and 1 (i.e., rand = 0.0968) is generated, and since rand < 0.7340, a 2 replaces a 1 and the algorithm continues with a 2 . Otherwise, the algorithm continues with a 1 . At the next iteration, the temperature T is reduced which now becomes T 6 = 4.99997 (line 17). The iteration continues until N (i.e., the number of iterations set for the algorithm to run) is reached, and so the search converges with a high probability to the optimal solution.
SA(Random): This variant of the metaheuristic requires only a slight modification. The SA(Random) randomly generates a solution and then passes it to the simulated annealing process to become the initial solution. That is, in line 4, instead of constructing a greedy solution, a random solution is simply generated. It is important to note that the two variants which are based on the simulated Ochei et 
annealing algorithm (i.e., SA(Greedy and SA(random)) can be converted to a local search based on the hill climbing algorithm by setting the initial temperature to zero (i.e., T=0) so that the simulated annealing is forced to systematically explore the neighbourhood around the current solution and ensure that the search returns a local minimum.
HC(Random) and HC(Greedy):
The HC(Random) use a randomly generated solution as the initial solution to run the hill climbing algorithm, while the HC(Greedy), uses a greedy solution as the initial solution to run the hill climbing algorithm. From an implementation standpoint, this translates to leaving outlines 12-15 (i.e., the else part of the if statement) of Algorithm 2.
Model-based algorithm for optimal deployment of components
In this section, we describe the optimalDep algorithm that combines the optimization model, QN model, and metaheuristic to provide optimal solutions for deploying components of a cloud-hosted service that would guarantee multitenancy isolation. Thereafter, we present an architecture together with a theoretical description of how the different components of the algorithm work together, thus allowing it to be transformed into a decision support system to support the deployment of components to the cloud for guaranteeing multitenancy isolation.
OptimalDep: an algorithm for optimal deployment of components
This section describes the OptimalDep algorithm and also show how the open multiclass QN model and the heuristic search fits into the model-based algorithm.
Description of optimalDep algorithm
A high-level description of the optimalDep algorithm is as follows: when users requests arrive indicating a change in workload, the algorithm uses the open multiclass QN model to determine for each class, the queue length (i.e., the average number of requests allowed to access a component) as a function of the arrival rates (i.e., λ) for each class (lines [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The average number of requests is used to update the properties of each component (i.e., mmkpFile) (line 15). Then the metaheuristic search is run to obtain the optimal solution for deploying the component with the highest degree of isolation and the highest number of requests allowed per component (line 17). This algorithm assumes the optimal solution is the one that guarantees the maximum degree of isolation and the highest number of requests allowed to access the components and the whole cloud-hosted service. Clearly, the algorithm can be extended to work for the required degree of isolation by including the isolation value (i.e., isolation value 1, 2 or 3), as an input parameter both in the OptimalDep algorithm and in the metaheuristics to search for and extract components that correspond to the required degree of isolation.
Note that the algorithms described in this paper are different from the autoscaling algorithms offered by IaaS providers like Amazon and existing optimisation models proposed for use by SaaS providers such as Salesforce.com [6] . Saas providers may be able to monitor and estimate to a certain degree the performance and resources utilisation of application components integrated within applications running on VMs that they have rented out to SaaS customers. However, SaaS providers do not know the required degree of isolation of each application component (e.g., components that offer critical functionality), the number of available components to be deployed, and the number and capacities of resources required to support each component. In some cases, it may also be necessary to associate a particular user/request to certain components or group of components to guarantee the required degree of isolation. These details are only available to SaaS customers (e.g., a cloud deployment architect) since they own the components and are also responsible for deploying the components to the cloud.
OptimalDep algorithm example
The following example (Table 2) shows the different solutions evaluated by optimalDep combined with the SA(Greedy) algorithm to find an optimal solution to the optimization problem. Every time there is a change in the workload, the optimalDep algorithm finds a new optimal solution for deploying components with the highest degree of isolation and the highest number of supported requests.
Let us assume that there are three groups of components (N=3) that can be designed to use (or integrate with) a cloud-hosted service and each component have a maximum number of requests that can be allowed to access it without having a negative impact on the degree of isolation between components of the cloudhosted service. Each component is supported by four main resources: CPU, RAM, Disk capacity and bandwidth. The service demands for CPU=0.25, RAM=0.23, disk=0.22, bandwidth=0.2, while the maximum capacity of each of these resources is 20.
When users requests arrives indicating a change in workload (i.e., in our case, this means an arrival rate between 0 to 3.7 req/min), the QN model Eqs. 4, 5, and 6 are solved to find the average number of requests that can access the components. The ninth row shows the updated problem instance with the current number of requests (i.e., 5.2) that can access the components in each group. The updated problem instance is then solved with the metaheuristic and the state with the highest optimal function value is returned. Solution 1 (in row twelve) shows the optimal value of 515.6 for selecting a solution that deploys the first component from all the groups. This solution results in an optimal value of 515.6 (isolation value=500; and number of request=15.60). Note that no component can be selected for deployment and hence no changes can be effected in the cloud environment until the search is over and a better solution is found. Up to this point, all the solutions have been evaluated and only the solution with the optimal value is returned as the optimal solution. In this example, the optimal solution with the highest optimal value is solution 7 with an optimal value of 715.60. Note that this example assumes a fixed service demand for all components in each group. In an ideal situation, components would have different service demands. This would lead to different values for the number of requests, thus further opening up different options for the selection of an optimal solution.
Architecture for transforming optimalDep algorithm to a model-based decision support system
The model-based simulation algorithm (i.e., optimalDep) presented in this paper can be transformed into a modelbased decision support system (DSS) by relying on the architecture, optimalArch, which is presented in Fig. 6 . Model-based DSS will utilize data and parameters provided by users to assist decision makers (e.g., software architects, cloud developers) in analysing different cloud deployment scenarios in for deploying components of cloud-hosted to guarantee multitenancy isolation. The decision support system can be implemented in different ways, for example, as a web application or a desktop application. It can also be deployed on the cloud as a cloud-hosted service or embedded into other applications running on the cloud or distributed environment. The architecture is composed of five main modules as described below:
Input interface
This module is used to send input to the model-based algorithm. In our case, the main input is the workload of the system, which is represented as the arrival rate of requests (λ) and the id of the (MMKP) problem instances, which represents the different configurations of components integrated with or designed to use a cloud-hosted service.
Information repository
This module stores MMKP instances (which contains information about component configuration) and the service demands of resources supporting the components in the MMKP instance). The service demand of the component together with the arrival rate of request to the component is used to solve the QN model to obtain the average number of requests that can be allowed to access 
Queuing network model
The input to this module is the arrival rate of the requests to each component and the id of the required (MMKP) problem instance. When there is a change in workload based on the arrival rate of requests, the id of the MMKP instance is used to retrieve the service demand of resources that support the components whose configuration are in the MMMKP instance file. This information (i.e., arrival rate and service demands) is used to calculate the number of requests, Q, allowed to access the component. The new/current value of Q is then used to update the MMKP instance to reflect the current change in workload regarding the number of requests that can be allowed to access the component. This updated MMKP instance is returned to the repository, and the id of this problem instance is passed to the optimisation module. The number of requests allowed to access each component and the total number of requests allowed to access the whole/entire cloud service can be computed and sent to the output interface.
Optimization module
The input to the optimisation module is the id of the updated MMKP instance. In the optimisation module, the metaheuristic is invoked to search for and provide optimal solutions. The optimal value (i.e., fitness/objective function) of the obtained solution together with the optimal solution for deploying components of the cloudhosted service is evaluated. This information (i.e., optimal value and the optimal solution) is sent to the output interface for use in architecting the deployment of components of a cloud-hosted service to guarantee the required degree of multitenancy isolation.
Output interface
The output interface will display several details associated with the optimal deployment of components of a cloud-hosted service for guaranteeing multitenancy isolation when there are workload changes. These include the optimal function, optimal solution, the number of requests accessing each component and the total number of requests accessing the whole cloud service.
Applicability of the model-based algorithm in a typical cloud deployment scenario
Our proposed model-based algorithm has several applications in the real cloud computing environment. Some example scenarios where our work can be applied are presented below: consumption of resources while guaranteeing the required degree of isolation between tenants. Our model-based algorithm can be transformed into a decision support system to achieve this by first setting a limit on the resources (i.e., CPU, RAM, Disk and Bandwidth) that are used to support each component. Thereafter, the model-based algorithm can be used to provide optimal solutions that represent the required degree of isolation (i.e., either the highest, average or lowest degree) and the maximum number of requests that can access each component based on the available resources.
(
ii) Monitoring Runtime Information of Components:
Another application of our model-based algorithm is that it can be used as a cloud deployment pattern or integrated into other cloud patterns like an elastic load balancer, and an elastic manager to monitor runtime information about individual components. Examples of information that could be monitored include the number of requests that can concurrently access the application components and the feasibility of the limits/capacities set for the resources supporting each component to achieve the required degree of isolation.
Even though many cloud providers offer a significant amount of rule-based scaling or load balancing functionality (e.g., Amazon's Auto Scaling 3 and Microsoft Azure Traffic Manager 4 ), our decision support system can be customised to monitor and adjust the configuration of components that were created as part of the original scaling rules, and thus provide optimal solutions that guarantee the required degree of multitenancy isolation. This is especially important when there are frequent workload changes and different or varying user behaviours.
(iii) Controlling the Provisioning and Decommissioning of Components: When runtime information of components is available, they can be used to make important decisions concerning scaling, provisioning of required components and decommissioning of unused components. For example, when the required degree of components is known, this information can be used to adjust the number of component instances to reflect the current workload experienced by the application. Decommissioning components that would not impact negatively on the performance of other components and the application could lead to significant cost savings for users.
Our model-based algorithm can be customised to provide information for decommissioning of failed components or components that are not working properly to achieve the required degree of isolation. Although many providers offer monitoring information, for example, information about network availability and utilisation of components deployed on their cloud infrastructure, it is the responsibility of the customer to extract, deduce and interpret these values and then provide information regarding the availability of components.
Evaluation
In this section, we describe how we generated problem instances used for the experiment, and the experimental setup and procedure.
Dataset and instance generation
This section discusses the generation and composition of the dataset used for the experiments. Also discussed is the applicability of the generated instances to real-life cloud deployment scenarios.
Dataset
The dataset used for simulation experiments on the optimisation model was based on a simulation testbed. There are two datasets used in this study: the MMKP instance file and the workload file.
(a) MMKP Instance file: Due to the unique nature of our problem, the multichoice multidimensional knapsack (MMKP) instances used in the experiments were randomly generated and not based on a publicly available dataset of MMKP instance. However, the instance was generated based on the standard approach widely used in literature [57, 58] . The format of the MMKP instance is shown in Fig. 7 . The description of the MMKP instance format is summarised below:
(i) the first row contains three values -the number of component groups in the MMKP instance, the maximum number of components in each group and the maximum number of resources supporting each component. The maximum number of resources supporting each component is four (i.e., represented by CPU, RAM, Disk space and Bandwidth) and remains the same for all instance types.
(ii) the second row contains four values which represent the limit of the resource supporting each component.
(iii) the third column contains the number of components for the first group.
(iv) the rows that follow contain six properties associated with each component of the group. These properties are the isolation value of the component, the number of requests allowed to access the component, and the resource consumption for CPU, RAM, Disk space and Bandwidth which support the component. So assuming the column contains the value 20, it means that the first group contains 20 components. Row four to row twentythree contains the properties associated with each of the twenty components of the group.
(v) after the row that contains the properties of the last item of group one, then the number of items for group two follows. The format for the remaining groups follows the same pattern. The next section explains how these values (e.g., the resource capacities and consumption) were generated. (b) Workload file: workload file contains the values that are used to simulate the workload offered to the system. The key values it contains are the arrival rate of requests and the service demands of each resource supporting the components. The format of the MMKP instance shown in Fig. 7 can be used to explained workload file as follows:
(i) the first, second, and third row is the same as in the MMKP instance. (ii) the only difference is in the composition of the properties that are associated with each component. For the workload file, there are five properties: the arrival rate of the requests to the component and the service demands each for CPU, RAM, Disk space and Bandwidth that support the component. The next section explains how the arrival rate and service demands were generated.
Instance generation
Several problem instances of various sizes and densities were randomly generated. After that, these instances were solved using each variant of the metaheuristic. Two categories of instances were generated and tailored on the instances widely cited in literature: (i) OR benchmark Library [59] and other standard MMKP benchmarks, and (ii) the new irregular benchmarks used by Shojaei et al. [60] . These benchmarks are usually used for single objective problems. This benchmark format was modified and extended to conform to a multiobjective case by associating each component with two different profit values: isolation values and the average number of requests [61] . , and then a uniform generating function was applied to draw values uniformly and randomly within this interval. The uniform generating function is given as:
(ii) Generating Isolation, Number of Requests and Resource Consumption: For isolation, the values were randomly generated in the interval [1] [2] [3] . The value for the average number of requests supported by each item was initially set to zero (0) for all items. This value is updated in the problem instance by solving the QN model each time the workload changes. This updated instance is then solved by the metaheuristic to obtain optimal solutions for deploying components to the cloud. The values of a component's consumption of CPU, ram, disk capacity, and bandwidth (i.e., the weights) were generated in the interval [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
(ii) Generating Resource Capacities: Values for capacities of component resources (i.e., knapsack capacities for CPU, ram, disk and bandwidth) are generated by setting it to half of the maximum possible resource consumption. The same principle has been used to generate instances available at OR Benchmark Library, and also for instances used in [57, 58] .
(iv) Generating Workload and Service Demands: For workload, the values were randomly generated following a Poisson distribution (with mean=3) in the interval [1, 5] . Values for service demand were in the interval [0.05,0.25]. In this work, the number of resources in each group is four, which corresponds to the basic resources (i.e., CPU, RAM, disk, network bandwidth) required for a component to be deployed to the cloud.
(v) Notation for defining an MMKP Instance: The notation used to define a problem instance is given as: C(number of groups, number of component per group, number of resource types supporting each component). So for example, C(4,5,4) means that the problem instance has 4 groups of components, 5 components per group and supported by 4 resource types -CPU, memory, disk space and bandwidth.
(vi) Sample Dataset files: We have included in the "Additional files" section, four sample files that represents the dataset used in the experiment to improve reproduceability (Additional files 1, 2, 3, and 4). The files included are -a large problem instance file (i.e., C(500, 20,4), a service demand file associated with C(500,20,4), an updated instance file associated with C(500,20,4), and a workload file associated with C(500,20,4).
Applicability of the generated instances to real-life cloud deployment scenario
The MMKP problem instances represent a repository of components that can be deployed to design (or integrate with) a cloud-hosted service. A component could be a database, a database table, a message queue, VM or even a Docker container. It is also important to note that although the weight values (i.e., the resource consumption of the components) generated in the MMKP instance may appear to be in the same interval, in reality, these values could be normalised (or transformed) to represent different resources units of the components.
As an illustration, one of Amazon's EC2 instance types, named "'compute optimized (c4.xlarge model)"', has the following specification: 4 vCPU, 8 GiB of memory, EBSoptimized only storage (which is similar to an IOPS provisioned on an Amazon Elastic Block store volume) and 750 Mbps of dedicated EBS bandwidth [62] . An Amazon EBS can be created with Provisioned IOPS SSD(io1) volumes up to 16 TiB in size. So assuming the weights of a component on a generated MMKP instance are given as [4, 8, 8, 8] , this specification could easily be transformed to the actual specification of the above named Amazon EC2 instance using this normalisation format: [CPU, RAM, DISK/2, BANDWIDTH/100]. This means that this particular component is supported with 4 virtual CPUs, 8GB of memory, 8 TB of disk space and 8 Mbps of bandwidth. Another approach suggested by Han et al. [63] , is to include the dimension index k as a parameter of the generating function so that the weight for a dimension k can be chosen in a range that depends on k for the uniform generating function.
The randomness of the values generated is consistent with the unstable and unpredictable nature of cloudhosted systems. This unpredictability is due to increased complexity and dynamicity of interactions between applications and workload sharing the cloud infrastructure [15, 64, 65] . As a result, it is difficult to provide QoS guarantees and also set service level agreements for both users and providers of cloud-hosted applications [10] . In addition, the randomness of the values and solutions is a salient feature of evolutionary algorithms [56] .
Experimental setup and procedure
The problem/MMKP instances used for our experiments were generated as described in the "Dataset and instance generation" sub-section (i.e., under the "Evaluation" section). The instance generating program and the algorithms were written using Java programming with Netbeans IDE 7.3.1. All experiments have been carried out on the same computation platform, which is a Windows 8.1 running on a SAMSUNG Laptop with an Intel(R) CORE(TM) i7-3630QM at 2.40GHZ, with 8GB memory and 1TB swap space on the hard disk. Table 3 shows the parameters used for the experiments. Each instance is tested with a workload associated with it. The exhaustive search algorithm was incapable of solving large instances. This was because of the low memory of the used machine. And so a small MMKP instance, C(4,5,4) was used for the evaluation and comparison of the algorithms. This MMKP instance consists of 4 groups of components, 5 components per group and supported by 4 resource types.
Aim of the experiment: The aim of the experiment is to evaluate the performance (i.e., regarding obtained solution quality, robustness, and computational effort) of the different variants of the metaheuristic when integrated into the model-based algorithm (i.e., optimalDep).
Evaluation metrics and statistical analysis
The model-based algorithm is novel in the sense that it combines a QN model and metaheuristics to find optimal solutions for component deployment while guaranteeing the required degree of multitenancy isolation. Thus, there are no existing approaches that can be used to make a direct comparison with our novel model-based algorithm. Because of this, the solutions obtained from our approach were compared with the optimal solutions obtained from an exhaustive search of a small problem instance. Thereafter, the obtained solutions were also compared with the Cooling schedule
target solution obtained from different problem instances of varying sizes and densities. The performance indicators considered are:
(1) Quality of Solution: The quality of solutions obtained was measured in terms of the percent deviation of the obtained solution to the target/reference solution. This is given as:
where s is the obtained solution and s* is the reference solution obtained from the exhaustive search [45] .
(2) Robustness: Robustness was measured in terms of the variability of the solutions over different iterations of the metaheuristic on the same instance; the lower the variability, the better the robustness [45] . The standard deviation was used as a measure of this variability.
(3) Computational Effort: The computation effort required to produce the solutions was measured in terms of the average execution time of the metaheuristic. The execution time for the SA(Greedy) and HC(Greedy) is computed as: (13) where ExecTime means the total time to run the metaheuristic, GreedTime is the time to produce the initial greedy solution, FEvalTime is the time to evaluate a randomly generated solution, and NoFEval is the number of function evaluations to reach the target solution. For SA(Random) and HC(Random), the GreedyTime is replaced with RandomTime, which is the time to produce an initial random solution. The NoFEval represents the average number of function evaluations over 20 runs for each instance size.
In addition to the above metrics, we also computed the success rate and performance rate of producing the solutions from the different variants of the metaheuristics. The success rate was measured as the number of iterations to reach the target solution over the total number of runs or trials. The percent success (i.e., success %) is the percentage number of iterations to reach the target solution over the total number of runs (i.e.,20 runs). The success rate is given as: number of iterations to reach the target solution total number of runs (14) The performance rate of our approach when compared to the optimal solution takes into account the computational effort by considering the total number of iterations for each run [45] . This is given as:
number of iterations to reach the target solution total no. of iterations × total no. of runs (15) Furthermore, graphs and statistical plots were used to analyse the interaction between the different performance indicators. For example, a graph of run-time length distribution (RLD) was plotted to analyse the convergence behaviour of the metaheuristic on the number of function evaluations. RLD indicates the probability of reaching a pre-specified objective function value over a specified number of functional evaluations [66, 67] . The probability value (success rate) is the ratio between the number of runs to find a solution of a certain quality and the total number of runs. RLD is usually used when time is measured with any architecture-independent parameter, such as the number of evaluations or generations [68, 69] . It is important to note that there were limitations in the computational power of the machine used for the experiments and so the overall computation time required by the optimalDep algorithm to produce the optimal solutions was not considered. To address this challenge, the execution time of the metaheuristic was measured based on the average number of function evaluations which is independent of the computer system. In addition to this, the simulation experiments were performed with very large MMKP problem instances.
Statistical analysis was used to conduct a performance assessment of optimalDep algorithm (i.e., the main supporting algorithm for the model-based algorithm) when combined with the different variants of the metaheuristic solution. The two-way ANOVA was adopted to understand if there is an interaction between the two independent variables (i.e., type of instance size and variants of metaheuristic) on the dependent variables (i.e., percent deviation, standard deviation and execution time). The statistical test focused on three performance indicators: quality of solutions, robustness and computational effort required to produce the solutions.
Results
The optimalDep algorithm requires a metaheuristic (see line 17 in Algorithm 3) to provide optimal values from the MMKP instance. The rest of the algorithm requires computation of the queuing network model equations. Therefore, it will test the applicability and the effect of the different variants of the metaheuristic in driving the optimalDep algorithm.
The performance evaluation will be presented in terms of the quality of solution, robustness and the computa- 
Comparison of solutions obtained from optimalDep algorithm with the optimal solution
The approach presented in this paper is novel in that it combines a QN model and metaheuristics to find optimal solutions for component deployment for guaranteeing the required degree of multitenancy isolation. Therefore, there are no existing approaches that can be used to make a direct comparison with our approach. Because of this, the solutions obtained from the optimalDep algorithm (when running either with HC(Random), HC(Greedy), SA(Random), SA(Greedy) are compared with the optimal solutions obtained by running the OptimalDep algorithm with the exhaustive search of a small problem size. The quality of the optimal solutions was measured in terms of the percent deviation from the optimal solution. The instance used is C(4,5,4) because it was small enough to cope with the requirements of the machine. The C (4, 5, 4) instance consists of four groups of components, 5 components per group and 4 resource types supporting each component. The workload (i.e., the arrival rate) for each component was randomly generated between 0.0 and 4 requests per seconds.
The results are summarised in Table 4 . Each row of the first column shows a different workload with an arrival rate ranging from 2.7-3.9. The second column shows the optimal function variables as (OP/IV/RV), which stand for the value of the optimal function, isolation value, and the number of allowed requests, for the optimal solution. The third, fourth, fifth and sixth columns show the optimal function variables as (OP/FEval) for hill climbing(random), hill climbing(greedy), simulated annealing(random) and simulated annealing(greedy), respectively, which stand for the value of the optimal function and the number of function evaluation to attain the optimal solution.
As shown in Table 4 , all the four variants of the metaheuristic produced results that were the same as the optimal solution for all workloads. This means that the four variants of the metaheuristic attained a 100% success rate and 0% percent deviation. The similarity seen in the results may be due to the small size of the instance. This small size was chosen to cope with the machine used for the experiments which could not solve problem instances larger than C(4,5,4) due to limitations in its hardware requirements (i.e., CPU and RAM).
In Fig. 8 , the Run Length Distribution (RLD) of the instance is shown based on the arrival rate of 3.9 request per seconds for only 20 iterations since the target solution is attained after about 20 iterations due to the small size of the instance used. This plot shows the performance of the metaheuristic in a scenario where there is limited regarding the time and amount of resources required to execute the model-based algorithm before attaining an optimal value. It is observed that HC(Greedy) and SA(Greedy) reach a 100% success rate and a corresponding performance rate after the first iteration. However, the other variants that start with a random solution (i.e., HC(Random) and SA(Random)) attain 100% success after 9 and 15 iterations, respectively. This means that for small instances there may be not much difference between the Hill climbing and the simulated annealing when the initial solution starts with a greedy solution.
Comparison of solutions obtained from optimalDep algorithm with the target solution
As an optimal solution could not be obtained with large instances (e.g., C(500,20,4)), the results were compared to a target solution as proposed by [45] in a situation where there are limitations in the computation machine on which the metaheuristic is executed or it is infeasible to obtain the optimal solution. The MMKP instance C(500,20,4) consists of 500 groups of components, 20 components per group and 4 resource types supporting each component. In our case, the target solution represents a requirement defined by a decision maker on the quality of the solutions to obtain. This is expressed as:
where e is expressed as 0.05 × (n × max(Q) × w2)), n is the number of groups, max(I) is the maximum isolation value, max(Q) is the maximum possible number of requests (calculated based on the upper limit of the arrival rate), w1 is the weight assigned to I and w2 is the weight assigned to the Q. This equation when used to compute the target solution of C(4,5,4) with arrival rate of 2.7 req/sec gives 1219.2 which is very close to the optimal solution as shown in Table 4 . The computed target solution for all instance sizes ranging from C(10,5,4), C(10,20,4) up to C(1000,5,4), C(1000,20,4) and the optimal values obtained for each instance of the four different variants of the metaheuristic are shown in Tables 5 and 6 . The rest of the experiment was conducted with an arrival rate of 3.9 requests per second. The last column of Tables 5  and 6 show the initial greedy solutions for all instance sizes. The standard deviation was not computed for the greedy solution, but for the optimal solution. The greedy solution is the initial solution which is later improved by the metaheuristic to produce the optimal solution. It should be noted that the simulation ran for 1000000 function evaluations in order to be able to attain the best possible solution for the algorithm. Therefore, the success rate would be expected to be nearly 100%, with the corresponding performance rate, since the optimal solution would have converged. Because of this, the study extends the evaluation to cover scenarios where there is limitation regarding the resources and time required to provide optimal solutions, for example, when the algorithm can run for only 1000 iterations (see Table 8 and "Robustness of the solutions" section).
Quality of solutions
The quality of the solutions was measured in terms of the percent deviation from the target solution. As shown in Table 7 , the percent deviation for all the variants of the metaheuristic was the same. It was noticed that the percent deviation of solutions is lower when the number of components per group is high. For example, the percent deviation for C(500,5,4) is 3.5 when the number of components per group is 5 and the percent deviation of C(500,20,4) is 1.49 when the number of components per group is increased to 20. The problem instance C(500,5,4) consists of 500 groups of components, 5 components per group, and 4 resource types and the instance C(500,20,4) consists of 500 groups of components, 20 components per group and 4 resource types. This means that the quality of solutions is a function of the number of components per group. The more choices of a particular type of component there are, the Ochei et better the chance of obtaining an optimal configuration. This is particularly important for large open-source projects that are either designed to use a large number of components within the cloud-hosted service or be integrated with several components residing in other locations. Table 8 shows the obtained solutions and percent deviation (%dev) of obtained solutions to the target solutions for a large instance size (i.e., C(500,20,4)). Columns 2 to 3 shows the obtained solutions while columns 6 to 9 shows the percent deviation of the different metaheuristics. It was observed that the percent deviation for SA(Greedy) and HC(Greedy) was better than the other variants. For example, the percent deviation for SA(Greedy) was less than 0.96 in most cases and was much more controlled and stable than the other variants. Therefore, for large problem instances, while HC(Greedy) may produce the best optimal solutions, the SA(Greedy) will still produce more stable solutions than other variants.
In Fig. 9 , the quality of solutions is shown for the first 10000 iterations. This represents a scenario where there is a limitation in time or resources to do an exhaustive search of the entire problem size. The two variants that started with the greedy solution as the initial solution (i.e., HC(Greedy) and SA(Greedy) benefited significantly from the greedy solution than the other two variants. For example, it will take up to 7500 function evaluations (which translates to more time and resources) for the SA(Random) and HC(Random) to attain an optimal value of at least 153000. That same optimal value would have been reached by HC(Greedy) after about 2500 iterations.
Robustness of the solutions
Robustness was measured in terms of the variability of the solutions over different iterations of each variant of the metaheuristic on the same instance. The standard deviation was used as a measure of this variability. Measuring the variability or otherwise (i.e., stability) of the optimal solutions is important in cloud environments where there are varying workload changes. The standard deviation of the optimal functions was computed for different numbers of iterations of the same instance. Tables 5 and 6 show the standard deviation for all instance sizes in the variable, Opt/Std, which stands for optimal value and standard deviation. As shown in Tables 5 and 6 , the standard deviation of the instance c(1000,5,4) for SA(Random) and SA(Greedy) are 0.27 and 0.17, respectively. It was observed that the standard deviation for SA(Random) and SA(Greedy) was higher than that of HC(Random) HC(Greedy) in most of the cases. This means that metaheuristic based on hill climbing were more stable and robust than the other variants based on simulated annealing, especially for large instances. Table 8 shows that although the minimum, maximum, average values of solutions produced by the HC(Greedy) when applied to a large instance (i.e., C(500- 2-4)) for the first 10,000 function evaluations are better than the other variants of the metaheuristic, the standard deviation values for HC(Greedy) were slightly higher than that of SA(Greedy). As expected, the standard deviation for HC(Random) was greater than that of SA(Random) and all other variants. This means that for large instances when there is a limitation in terms of time and available resources, the variants of metaheuristic that start with an initial greedy solution, especially when used with simulated annealing (i.e., SA(Greedy) produce solutions that are more robust and stable.
Computational effort of the metaheuristic
The computational effort was measured in terms of success rate, performance rate and average execution time required to produce a solution. Table 9 presents the success rate and performance rate for C(500-20-4) after running the algorithms for 10,000 iterations. It was observed that the variants of the metaheuristics that start with the initial greedy solution performed better. For example, the HC(Greedy) requires 2000 function evaluations to attain a 100% success rate whereas HC(Random) requires 5000 function evaluations. Figure 10 shows the run length distribution of a large instance (i.e., C(500-20-4)) for all the variants of our metaheuristic. As expected, the variants that start with the initial greedy solution have a better %success than the other variants. This confirms our earlier conclusion that in a real-time environment when there are fewer resources, HC(Greedy) will provide better results than the other variants. Table 10 shows the number of function evaluations reached for each run before attaining the target solution. The number of function evaluations is not the same as the number of iterations. Function evaluation refers to a call of the function that is being optimized (i.e., the optimal function -G). That is, it means a call to the function for evaluating each individual solution in the population. An iteration is a step in a looped optimized process. In this study the population size is set to 1000, the maximum number is set to 1000000 (see Table 3 ). Therefore, the In addition, the execution time required by each variant of the metaheuristic to reach the target solution for different instance sizes was also computed. First, the actual times to produce both the initial greedy solution and a randomly generated solution for each instance was computed and logged separately. Thereafter, these times were used to calculate the execution time using the formula given in Eq.13. Table 11 summarises the results. Each row of the first column shows a different problem/instance size ranging from C (10, 20, 4) to C(1000, 20, 4). The second, fourth, and sixth columns show the mean execution times for obtaining a greedy solution, random solution and optimal value from a randomly generated solution, respectively. The third column, fifth, and seventh column show the standard deviation of the mean execution times for obtaining a greedy solution, random solution and optimal value, respectively. Columns eight, nine, ten, and eleven show the execution times for reaching the target solution for each of the variants of the metaheuristic.
As expected, Table 11 shows that the average execution times for producing the initial greedy solution is larger than that of the random solution. Surprisingly, as illustrated in Fig. 11 , the time to compute the initial greedy solutions seems not to affect the overall execution times for HC(Greedy) as it is even less than that of HC(Random). Table 11 shows that the execution time required to produce an initial greedy solution is 400 times in most of the cases more than that of random solutions. However, because the average number of function evaluations required by the metaheuristic that starts with greedy solutions (i.e., HC(Greedy) and SA(Greedy)) is far less than those that start with random solutions. Thus, the overall execution time of HC(Greedy) and SA(Greedy) is still less than that of HC(Random) and SA(Random). Therefore, the variants of the metaheuristic that start with the greedy solution used less computational effort regardless of whether or not it is used with Hill climbing or Simulated annealing.
The results of the study can be summarised as follows: (i) Percent deviation for all variants was nearly the same especially when a limited number of iterations are possible. For example, in as shown in Table 8 for large instances, percent deviation of variants based on greedy solutions was smaller and more stable.
(ii) Standard deviation of solutions from simulated annealing was higher than that of hill climbing. However, for a limited number of function evaluations (i.e., less than 10,000 in our experiments), the standard deviation of simulated annealing was lower than that of hill climbing.
(iii) Metaheuristics that started with greedy solutions attained a 100% success rate much faster and used less execution time than those that started with random solutions.
(iv) Small instance size had no significant effect on robustness and quality of solutions. However, as with large instance sizes, the variants of the metaheuristics that start with a greedy solution required fewer function evaluations to reach the target solution.
(v) Instances with more components per group had less percent deviation, hence a higher chance of producing better quality solutions
The implication of the results is as follows: The benefit of our model-based algorithm is in monitoring, evaluating, adjusting and deploying components of cloud-hosted service (especially for large-scale projects) for guaranteeing multitenancy isolation when there are workload changes. For large-scale cloud-hosted services, running the model-based algorithm with a metaheuristic whose initial solution starts with a greedy solution (compared to random solutions) can significantly boost the quality and robustness of the solutions produced. Solutions from hill climbing were more stable and robust than that of simulated annealing, especially in large instances. However, when there is a limitation in terms of time and resources, simulated annealing will produce more robust and stable solutions for large instances compared to hill climbing. Metaheuristics that started with greedy solutions were more scalable and require fewer function evaluations to reach the target solution when compared to metaheuristics that start with random solutions.
Statistical analysis of results
This section presents a performance assessment of the metaheuristic using the two-way ANOVA model. The primary purpose of a two-way ANOVA is to understand whether there is an interaction between the two independent variables on the dependent variable [70] . The variables of interest are (i) the obtained solutions (for testing quality of solution); (ii) percent deviation of the obtained solution to the target solution(for testing robustness and variability); and (iii) execution time based on the number of functional evaluations required to reach a target solution (for testing computational effort). There are two factors being studied: (i) type of instance, which is classified into two levels -small instances and large instances, and (ii) variant of metaheuristic, which is classified into four levels -HC(Random), HC(Greedy), SA(Random) and SA(Greedy). The computational aspect involves computing F-statistic and p-value (α = 0.005) for the hypothesis. This study assumes typical conditions of normality, independence, and equality of variance [45, 71] .
In the design, the type of instance and the variant of metaheuristic has two and four levels, respectively. In all there are 2 × 4 = 8 groups. The version of the two-way ANOVA used is the one with more than one observation per cell, but the number of observations in each cell is equal. In our case, each group had six observations making it a total of 46 cells. This version is useful for determining if the type of instance and the variant of metaheuristic are independent of each other (or if there is interaction); they are independent if the effect of instance size on percent deviation (and standard deviation, success rate, execution time) remains the same, irrespective of whether the variant of metaheuristic used is taken into consideration. Additionally, if there is interaction, then a follow-up analysis is done to determine whether there are any "simple mains effect" and what these effects are. Simple mains effect for our problem involves determining the mean difference in percent deviation/standard deviation/success rate/execution time between the type of instance for each variant of the metaheuristic, as well as between variants of the metaheuristic for each type of instance.
The null hypothesis to be tested is:
• H 0 : The two factors (i.e., type of instance and variant of metaheuristic) are independent, or that an interaction effect is not present.
• H 1 : The two factors (i.e., type of instance and variant of metaheuristic) are not independent, or that an interaction effect is present
The hypothesis is tested for a large instance -C(500, 20, 4), which has 500 groups, 20 components per group and supported by 4 resource types. The data used for the test are as follows: obtained solutions were tested with the set of results from Table 8 (columns 2, 3, 4 and 5), the percent deviation was tested with sets of results from Table 8 (columns 6, 7, 8 and 9) and the computational effort was tested with results from Table 11 (columns 8, 9,10 and 11). Six instance types were selected for statistical analysis each to represent a small instance type and large instance type as follows: (i) small instances ranging from instance C (10, 20, 4) to C (60, 20, 4) , and (ii) large instances ranging from instance C(500,20,4) to C(1000,20,4). The results of the statistical analysis are summarised below: (i) Quality of Solutions: There was no statistically significant interaction between the effects of instance sizes and different variants of metaheuristic on percent deviation of the obtained solution to the target solution, (F(3, 40) = 0.000, p=1.000)). This means that type of instance and variant of metaheuristic are independent of each other. In other words, the effect of a variant of metaheuristic on quality of solutions (i.e., regarding percent deviation from the target solution) remains the same irrespective of whether the type of instance used is taken into consideration. This result is expected because each variant of the metaheuristic is run for 1000000 function evaluations, which ensured that the search converges to an optimal solution. (see Figs. 12 and 13) .
(ii) Robustness: There was a statistically significant interaction between the effects of instance size and variants of the metaheuristic on standard deviation, F (3, 40) = 0.033, p = 0.010. Simple mains effect shows that there was no difference in standard deviation when the different variants of the metaheuristic were applied to small instance sizes. However, there was a significant difference in standard deviation when the different variants of the metaheuristic were applied to large instances. Specifically, out of the six possible combinations, the results shows that there was a significant difference between the following metaheuristics: HC(Random) and SA(Random)(p=0.09), HC(Random) and SA(Greedy) (p=0.013), HC(Greedy) and SA(Random)(p=0.09); and also HC(Random) and SA(Greedy)(p=0.013). There was no difference between HC(Random) and HC(Greedy)(p=1.000) and SA(Random) and SA(Greedy)(p=0.882). This means that for large instance sizes, there is no difference in robustness if hill climbing is started either with the random or greedy solution. The same holds for simulated annealing.(see Figs. 14 and 15) .
(iii) Computation Effort: There was a statistically significant interaction between the effects of instance size and variants of the metaheuristic on the execution time (based on the number of function evaluations), F (3, 40) = 19.114, p = 0.000. Simple mains effect shows that there was no difference in execution time when the different variants of the metaheuristic were applied to small instance sizes. However, there was a significant difference in execution time when the different variants of the metaheuristic were applied to large instances. Specifically, out of the six possible combinations, the results show that there was a significant difference between the following metaheuristic -HC (Random) and HC (Greedy) (p=0.000), HC (Random) and SA (Greedy) (p=0.000), HC (Greedy) and SA (Random) (p=0.000) and SA (Greedy) and SA (Greedy) (p=0.000). There was no difference between HC (Random) and SA (Random) (p=0.561) and HC (Greedy) and S A(Greedy) (p=0.843). This means that for large instance sizes, there is no difference in execution time if a random solution is used to start either hill climbing or simulated annealing. The same holds for the greedy solution. Therefore, the difference is in terms of the initial starting solutions, and not in terms of the variants of the metaheuristic used as was the case with robustness (see Fig. 16 ).
Discussion
In this section, the results of the study on modelling and simulation are discussed.
(1) Quality of the solutions: The model-based algorithm can be used to obtain high-quality solutions with any of the four variants of metaheuristic when dealing with small instances. The model-based algorithm would perform well both on small problem instances and large problem instances when started with an initial greedy solution (i.e., HC(Greedy) and SA(Greedy). Using a greedy solution and other forms of improvement heuristics to construct an initial solution for the metaheuristic has been shown in several research works to improve the quality of solutions. Many variants of metaheuristic often use initial solutions generated randomly.
The results show that the percent deviation of solutions from instances with five components in a group was higher than the percent deviation from instances with twenty components in a group. This seems to suggest that there may be a greater chance of obtaining better quality solutions when there are more components in a group (i.e., more deployment configurations to choose from).
Our approach is well suited for this type of scenario in the sense that it allows us to use during search both intensification (exploitation) and diversification (exploration). A good balance of both will usually improve the performance of the metaheuristic and hence the quality of solutions [56] .
Another important lesson from this study is that starting the metaheuristic with an initial set of solutions (e.g., the greedy solutions as used in our approach) can significantly improve the quality of optimal solutions for guaranteeing the required degree of multitenancy isolation. This corresponds with the conclusions from [72] of which the author developed a prototype meta-heuristic load balancer to allocate services on a cloud system without overloading the nodes and maintaining the system stability with minimum cost. The author recommends that better results can be achieved if a solutions pool is initially created from an already pre-computed set.
(2) Robustness of the solutions: The results show that optimalDep algorithm when used with HC (Greedy) and HC (Random) were more robust and stable in small problem instances. However, it was discovered that the problem instances with more components (i.e., m=20) were less robust because the standard deviation was much higher. This means that a cloud-hosted service with several components per group may have a higher chance of producing solutions that are of better quality, but with low robustness or stability. This could have an adverse impact on cloud-hosted services that may have several interdependencies with other components or cloud-hosted services. Therefore, when working on large open-source projects, it is advisable to limit the number of component choice per group or better still use a combination of local search with greedy principles. This can also help to improve robustness and avoid unstable solutions in environments where the workload is expected to change very frequently. Several research work have made reference to such unstable environments where there are frequent workload changes [1] , unpredictable and aggressive workloads [28, 73] .
The result shows that variants of metaheuristic based on hill climbing were more stable and robust than simulated annealing. However, when there is a limitation in terms of time and available resources, then simulated annealing would produce stable and robust solutions. Also, in a situation where the workload changes frequently, then hill climbing would be more suitable, but when time and resources are limited, then simulated annealing would be more appropriate.
(4) Computational Effort: The result of the experiments show that the scalability of the solutions and the computational effort required to attain an optimal solution depend in part on the instance size and the type of metaheuristic used. The results of the experiment show that variants of the metaheuristic that start with an initial greedy solution (i.e., HC(Greedy) and SA(Greedy)) were more scalable and they also attained the target solution much faster (i.e., with a fewer number of function evaluations), especially for large instance sizes. Variants of metaheuristic that start with random solutions are suitable either for small problem instances or when there is a need to produce optimal solutions frequently and quickly from large problem instances. Therefore, if frequent provisioning and decommissioning of components characterise a cloud deployment scenario, then the OptimalDep algorithm should be run with either HC(Greedy) or SA(Greedy). As with previous works, our results show that metaheuristics which start with greedy solutions as the initial solution will require less computational effort to provide optimal solutions for deployment [72] .
Our approach assumes that the initial solution is computed first before running the metaheuristic, and so it is expected that the time and effort required to calculate the greedy solution will be more than that of a random solution which would have a negative impact on the variants of metaheuristic that start with the greedy solution. However, the results show that the high execution time required to produce a greedy solution was not enough to counter the small number of function evaluations required by metaheuristic that start with greedy solutions to attain the target solutions. Therefore, our model-based algorithm when supported with metaheuristic that starts with greedy solutions would be suitable for handling large-scale cloud deployment projects that may have a significant number of interdependent components.
There are several situations where there is a need to reduce the computational effort required to produce an optimal solution. For example, many customers and cloud providers would be interested in being able to provision and decommission resources so that tenants can access servers and other IT resources more quickly and efficiently while guaranteeing the required degree of multitenancy isolation. Another situation is when there is a need to ensure that a cloud service is failure resistant to guarantee the availability of specific/individual components. Existing approaches do not often guarantee the availability and isolation of individual components but only for a whole cloud service [1] . Our model-based DSS addresses this challenge by first tagging each component and then using a suitable metaheuristic to provide optimal solutions for deploying components of a cloud-hosted service with less computational effort.
Limitations of the study
This study assumed a special case of multitenancy isolation where multiple components of the same tenant, behave as if they were components of different tenants and, thus, are isolated from each other. This is different from the common scenario of multitenancy isolation where there are multiple tenants accessing a component or a cloud-hosted application, and behaving as if they were different tenants [1] . A tenant in this context is a cloud customer (e.g., a single user, a team, department or even a software development company) whose responsibility is to create cloud-hosted applications on top of a cloud platform (such as PaaS offered by Salesforce and Heroku) from several components that it owns and controls.
Our approach assumes that the resources supporting each component are enough to handle incoming requests. If this condition cannot be guaranteed, we recommend using an elastic queue to control incoming requests. Another approach could be to implement some form of admission control mechanism, for example, limiting the number of requests that are handled concurrently by each component, to avoid overloads or any degradation in the component's performance.
This study assumes that the cost implication of implementing our approach is reflected in the resource consumption of the component; the higher the consumption the costlier the running cost. For example, in IaaS, multitenancy isolation also includes avoiding servers with tenants that need to use the same kinds of resources. Therefore, if running cost is a major concern (e.g., for a small to medium size cloud-hosted service), then the software architect can use the model to select optimal components for deployment that has low resource consumption while guaranteeing the required degree of isolation. This study did not use a real-world cloud application because our focus was on simulation based on a model. In our previous work, we conducted three case studies using real-world cloud-hosted Global Software Development tools to evaluate the effect of varying degrees of multitenancy isolation on the performance and resource of consumption of components [16, 17, 43] . The study established the basis for developing a model for optimizing the deployment components in a way that guarantees multitenancy isolation.
The dataset (i.e., MMKP instances) used for the simulation experiments on the model-based algorithm was generated randomly following a standard approach used for similar problems. As we could not challenge our exhaustive search algorithm with large instances to produce optimal solutions for comparison with the obtained solutions due to the limitation of the machine used for the experiments, a target solution was computed and used for this purpose. Also, we could not measure the overall computation time of the OptimalDep algorithm (i.e., the main algorithm supporting the DSS) due to the limitation in the hardware(e.g., processor) of the machine used. Therefore we used the number of function evaluations which is a performance indicator that is independent of the computer system for measuring the computational effort required by the metaheuristic solutions to produce the optimal solutions.
The findings of this study should not be generalized to components developed for all types of applications. We focused on cloud-hosted applications(e.g., SaaS applications) developed and deployed using a multitenant architecture. The approach and the associated algorithms that we have presented in this work apply to cloud-hosted applications at the application level, and so are implemented almost at runtime.
Conclusion and future work
This paper presents the implementation of the modelbased algorithm for providing optimal solutions for deploying components designed to use (or be integrated with) a cloud-hosted application in a way that guarantees multitenancy isolation, to contribute to the literature on multitenancy isolation and optimising the deployment of components of cloud-hosted services.
The model-based algorithm works as follows: when users requests arrive indicating a change in workload, the DSS solves an open multiclass QN model to determine the average number of requests that can access each component, updates the component configuration file with this information, and then uses a metaheuristic to find an optimal solution for deploying components with the highest degree of isolation together with the maximum possible number of requests that can be allowed to access the component.
